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At this point, it seems “fact checks” primarily occur whenever an inconvenient truth needs to be

buried or a lie covered up. It’s all about propping up a house of cards narrative. In recent weeks,

so-called “fact checkers” have identiGed several statements in my articles as being “factually

inaccurate” or “false,” evidence be damned.

March 1, 2022, a fact-checking site called Health Feedback slapped false labels on three

statements made in one of my articles, originally published January 31, 2022, and republished by

The Epoch Times March 1, 2022.

For reference, Health Feedback  is part of a World Health Organization project called Vaccine

Safety Net. It also belongs to the International Fact Checking Network, founded by the Poynter

Institute and funded by grants from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Google, the Omidyar

Network (owner of PayPal), and George Soros-owned nongovernmental organizations such as the

National Endowment for Democracy and his Open Society Foundations.

Health Feedback, a fact-checking service under the umbrella of Science Feedback,  focuses on

“correcting misinformation about vaccine safety.” Partners and funders of Science Feedback

include Facebook, the Google News Initiative  and the Poynter Institute.

Have COVID Deaths Been Overcounted?

According to Health Feedback, the claim that COVID-19 deaths have been vastly overcounted is

not only “baseless,” but also the complete opposite of the truth. “There is no evidence that COVID-

19 deaths have been overcounted; in fact, public health experts believe that deaths have actually

been undercounted in many countries,” science editor Fernanda Ferreira writes.

In late August 2020, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published data showing

only 6% of the total death count had COVID-19 listed as the sole cause of death.

The remaining 94% had had an average of 2.6 comorbidities or preexisting health conditions that

contributed to their deaths.  My argument is that COVID is a lethal risk primarily for the sickest

among us.

In the video above, nurse educator John Campbell, Ph.D., reviews data released by the U.K.

government, which also show that the number of Britons who died from COVID alone, having no

underlying health conditions that might have caused their death, was FAR lower than occially

claimed.

This video was included in my January 31, 2022, article. Ferreira makes it clear that Campbell is

also off his rocker and has been fact checked several times. Interestingly, she did not attack U.K.

health secretary Sajid Javid, who in a January 19, 2022, press conference, admitted that the daily

government Ggures are unreliable, because people have been dying, and continue to die, from

conditions unrelated to COVID-19, but are included in the count due to a positive test.

According to Ferreira, the fact that the vast majority of those who died from COVID had underlying

conditions and/or comorbidities has no bearing on mortality statistics, because “a person with an

underlying medical condition and/or comorbidity would most likely still be alive if they hadn’t

gotten COVID-19.”

As “proof,” Ferreira cites a study from India, which found they had undercounted COVID deaths.

Could she not Gnd evidence from the U.S. or the U.K. to back up her claim? Probably not, because

the fact that the U.S. (and the U.K.) overcounted COVID deaths is simply indisputable.

As just mentioned, the British health secretary even claims the Ggures are off because people

have died from all sorts of causes, and have been counted as COVID deaths for no other reason

than they had a positive test, either at the time of death, post-mortem, or within a month of death.

On the other hand, a study done at BU School of Public Health not only goes to great lengths to

use that same type of data to “prove” that COVID not only should be listed as the cause of death

for people who died with serious comorbidities, but uses those numbers to “prove” that COVID

deaths were UNDER counted by 36%.

Either way, the fact that the vast majority of “COVID deaths” had comorbidities suggest two

things: 1) COVID is a danger primarily to those already in ill health, and 2) many of them likely died

from causes unrelated to COVID but they had received a false positive test, and that alone

dictated how they were counted.

There Are Clear Examples of Overcounts

Hospitals were Gnancially incentivized to overcount and we have many clear examples of people

who died from motorcycle accidents and gunshot wounds who were counted as COVID deaths

simply because they’d either had a positive COVID test within a month of their death, or tested

positive post-mortem. As reported by investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson in September

2021:

“One still murky and disputed area involves the death toll ... Some insist the true count is

much higher; others claim it's lower. Today, we begin with the startling results of our

investigation that found in some documented cases, news that COVID was the cause of

death was greatly exaggerated ...

Thanksgiving 2020, Lucais Reilly shoots his wife Kristin in the head, then turns the gun on

himself, committing suicide ... Grand County coroner Brenda Bock explains how the small

town tragedy is exposing serious questions about the way COVID deaths are counted.

Brenda Bock: I had a homicide-suicide the end of November, and the very next day it

showed up on the state website as COVID deaths. And they were gunshot wounds. And I

questioned that immediately because I had not even signed off the death certiQcates yet,

and the state was already reporting them as COVID deaths.

Bock says somebody, somewhere had apparently run the couple’s names through a

database showing they’d tested positive for COVID within 28 days of their death. Then

recorded them as COVID deaths even though they died of gunshots ...

Bock: This is a copy of the death certiQcate, and nowhere does it say COVID. So we have a

homicide, suicide, nothing to do with COVID ... Within a week of the murder-suicide, two

more Grand County deaths popped up on the state’s COVID count. Bock investigated and

found out why she had no record of them.

Bock: Two of them were actually still alive, and yet they were counting them. Had I not

called them on it and asked them who those were, where were they from, all the

information about it and it's like, ‘Oh, well that was a typo. They just got put in there by

accident.’"

Did COVID Patients Die From Ventilator Malpractice?

The second statement Health Feedback labeled as “inaccurate” was that “most of the early COVID

patients were killed from ventilator malpractice.” I had cited an April 2020 STAT News article,

which reported that “doctors say the machines are overused for COVID-19” and that most patients

can be treated with less intensive respiratory support.

“However, the STAT article didn’t state that most COVID-19 deaths were likely due to ventilator

malpractice,” Ferreira writes. This seems to be a case of semantics being used to confuse

readers. The fact that STAT did not use the term “malpractice” does not prevent me from using

that term, in light of the fact that routinely using a treatment known to be harmful and/or deadly in

a majority of cases is malpractice.

I had also cited an April 9, 2020, Business Insider article,  which stated that 80% of COVID-19

patients in New York City who were placed on ventilators died,  causing doctors to question their

use. Ferreira writes:

“The claim that 80% of COVID-19 patients placed on ventilators died in New York City

comes from a 22 April 2020 scientiQc study that initially reported that 88% of COVID-19

patients in a New York hospital system (Northwell Health) placed on ventilators died.

However, a correction  was published two days later clarifying that 24.5% of patients

placed on ventilators died, not 88%.”

I guess it’s far more convenient to fact check me than to fact check Business Insider.  As of this

writing, Business Insider still has not issued a correction. According to the correction in JAMA, of

those who required ventilation, 72.2% “remained in hospital” at the end of the study period. The

argument Ferreira appears to make is that since the outcomes of these hospitalized patients

remain unknown, they don’t count.

While that’s reasonable enough, Ferreira did not counter other citations included in the article,

including U.K. data, which reportedly found 66% of ventilated COVID patients died, and a small

study in Wuhan, where 86% of ventilated patients died.  Both of those studies were referenced by

The Associated Press in April 2020.

ABC News also reported in April 2020 that “only a third of patients placed on a ventilator survive

the experience,” noting that “some experts are wondering if ventilators could be contributing to

the poor survival rate and whether ventilators are being overused.” There’s no shortage of

mainstream media outlets that have reported on the deadly overuse of ventilators, yet fact

checkers have never bothered fact checking them.

Why Are Ventilators Not Ideal for COVID?

In April 2020, emergency room physician Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell argued that patients’ symptoms

had more in common with altitude sickness than pneumonia.

In the early days of the pandemic, many patients would have low oxygen levels, so low they should

theoretically be dead. Yet they were not gasping for air, and they displayed no typical signs of

oxygen deprivation. This is at the heart of the problem with mechanical ventilation.

Doctors found, early on, that treating COVID patients as if they had pneumonia was incorrect. The

mechanical ventilation was simply too intense, resulting in lung damage, and noninvasive

respiratory support was often enough to bring their oxygen level back to normal.

According to a paper  by critical care Drs. Luciano Gattinoni and John J. Marini, there were two

different types of COVID-19 presentations, which they referred to as Type L and Type H. While one

beneGted from mechanical ventilation, the other did not. Despite that, putting COVID patients on

mechanical ventilation is “standard of care” for COVID across the U.S. to this day.

Bear in mind that the symptoms of COVID have changed since the early days of the pandemic, and

some symptoms have by now become extremely rare, as Omicron doesn’t attack the lungs the

way the original virus did. Still, ventilator use remains widespread, for no apparent reason.

Did Hospital Incentives Drive Up COVID Deaths?

The third statement Health Feedback labeled as “misleading” was that “hospital incentives are

driving up COVID deaths.”

“PolitiFact rated this claim a half-truth,  explaining that it’s standard for Medicare, the

U.S. government’s national health insurance program, to pay roughly three times more for

patients who go on ventilators, and due to a federal stimulus law, Medicare was paying

20% more for the treatment of COVID-19 patients,” Ferreira writes.

“The U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), which administers

Medicare, provides add-on payment for COVID-19 treatments approved and authorized by

the US Food and Drug Administration. This includes remdesivir, which Mercola singled

out, but also COVID-19 convalescent plasma, baricitinib, molnupiravir and Paxlovid.

But while it’s true that CMS has add-on payments for COVID-19 treatments — meaning

that hospitals do get paid more for COVID-19 patients — PolitiFact pointed out that there

was no evidence that hospitals were inhating COVID-19 patient numbers to make more

money.

There are strict policies for reporting COVID-19 hospitalizations and deaths, and

overreporting is unlikely, PolitiFact explained. Instead, COVID-19 cases are actually

undercounted due to lack of testing and other factors.”

So, basically, Health Feedback conGrms that hospitals are receiving Gnancial incentives for using

certain treatments, including mechanical ventilation. But we’re to take them on their word that the

prospect of making signiGcantly more money would never inluence a hospital’s decision to treat a

patient in a particular way. I’ll let you decide if you believe that or not.

Then-CDC Director Acknowledged Incentives Drive Overcounting

Former CDC director Robert RedGeld was not quite so gullible. At the end of July 2020, during a

Republican House panel hearing, then-director RedGeld actually agreed that U.S. hospitals have a

signiGcant Gnancial incentive to overcount COVID cases, and that this incentive can inluence the

diagnostic codes used, and certainly has done so in the past.  As reported by Breitbart:

“Asked to comment on what Rep. Blaine Luetkemeyer (R-MO) described as the ‘perverse

incentive’ during a hearing by the House Oversight and Reform Select Subcommittee on

the Coronavirus Crisis, Dr. RedQeld responded:

‘I think you’re correct in that we’ve seen this in other disease processes too, really in the

HIV epidemic, somebody may have a heart attack, but also have HIV — the hospital would

prefer the [classiQcation] for HIV because there’s greater reimbursement.”

Faulty Testing Has Resulted in Flawed Statistics

So, while Health Feedback insists there are “strict policies for reporting COVID-19 hospitalizations

and deaths” that make overcounting “unlikely,” we’ve already shown that those “strict policies”

have included tagging people who died within a month of a positive COVID test as a “COVID

death,” and marking patients admitted to the hospital, for any reason, as a “COVID patient” simply

because they tested positive, even if they had no symptoms.

Ferreira also argues that cases are undercounted due to “lack of testing.” I would argue that

universal testing of healthy people is part and parcel of how we know, without doubt, that

overcounting has occurred, because studies have repeatedly shown that using cycle thresholds

(CTs) in the 40s will render most test results falsely positive.

“ What we had was a ‘casedemic’ — an epidemic of
false positives. And if a majority of ‘cases’ are false
positives, then most ‘COVID deaths’ were likely not
due to actual COVID infection either.”

Many scientists have noted that anything over 35 cycles is scientiGcally indefensible.  A

September 28, 2020, study  in Clinical Infectious Diseases revealed that when you run a PCR test

at a CT of 35 or higher, the accuracy drops to 3%, resulting in a 97% false positive rate.

Fatal errors have also been found in the paper on which PCR testing for COVID is based.  So,

what we had was a “casedemic”  — an epidemic of false positives. And if a majority of “cases”

are false positives, then most “COVID deaths” were likely not due to actual COVID infection either.

March 12, 2022, the Daily Mail reported:

“Britain's entire response was based on results — but one scientist says they should have

been axed a year ago. It has been one of the most enduring COVID conspiracy theories:

that the 'gold standard' PCR tests used to diagnose the virus were picking up people who

weren't actually infected ...

Such statements, it must be said, have been roundly dismissed by top experts. And those

scientists willing to give credence such concerns have been shouted down on social

media, accused of being 'Covid-deniers', and even sidelined by colleagues. But could they

have been right all along? ...

Last month a report by the research charity Collateral Global and academics at Oxford

University concluded as much, stating that as many as one third of all positive cases may

not have been infectious. If they are right, that's a potentially staggering number — roughly

six million cases.

The Oxford scientists branded the UK's testing programme — which cost an eye-watering

£2bn-a-month — as 'chaotic and wasteful’ ... Nearly two years on from the Qrst lockdown,

how sure can we be that cases weren't, as some have argued, overstated?

As ever with anything COVID-related, it's a complex and nuanced picture, and there is far

from a consensus on this point ... Professor Francois Balloux, director of University

College London's Genetics Institute, told The Mail on Sunday: 'Many people may not have

been infectious, despite getting a positive test.'”

Overcounting Is More Likely Than Undercounting

The Daily Mail goes on to review how the PCR test works, highlighting the ways in which our

reliance on the test may have resulted in overcounts. The article also notes that when testing

went into high gear, it was farmed out to labs across the country, with little or no oversight. A

variety of PCR methods and equipment were used, making it diccult to assess reliability.

I would argue that while false negatives have also occurred, it’s simply not reasonable to assume

that the undercounting has been greater than the overcounting.

When was the last time you heard of anyone dying from apparent COVID despite having a negative

test and not being marked down as a COVID patient? In some hospitals, patients with COVID

symptoms were marked and treated as COVID patients even though they tested negative.

In March 2020, the National Vital Statistics System even changed the way COVID deaths were to

be captured on death certiGcates to include “assumed” deaths due to COVID,  and in April 2020,

the CDC adopted a deGnition for “probable COVID-19 cases,” which was based on exposure and

symptoms alone.

Doctors have also blown the whistle stating that they were being pressured by hospital

administrators to list COVID-19 on death certiGcates even though it wasn’t a contributing factor.

All of these “assumed” cases and deaths have been included in the tallies,  which, I believe,

makes it far more likely that overcounting has occurred than undercounting. To learn more about

how PCR tests have been used to drive overcounting of cases and deaths, read Dr. Meryl Nass’

article, “Shameless Manipulation of Positive PCR Tests.”

As I stated at the beginning, “fact checks” have become a joke. They simply don’t occur unless

there’s an inconvenient truth that needs to be covered up to keep the house of cards from

crumbling.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,848 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Once again the excellent scientiGc reports of Dr. Mercola are attacked by the interests of the globalist elite who use the media, fact
checkers and the center of digital hate to transmit disinformation to the masses. Facebook can never be an authority on aspects related to
the COVID-19 "vaccine" because they depend on public health authorities and ultimately on oligarchic powers. Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act, which protects social media companies from lawsuits over post censorship, the Associated Press reported.
“Social media giants are dominating public discourse: acting like publishers, removing articles, adding bogus fact checks, and censoring
other reputable publishers that wouldn't be allowed without Section 230 protections.” “Scientists often don't agree on how to interpret the
evidence," the Editorial Board wrote.

"The debate is how ideas are tested and arguments reGned. But Facebook's fact-checkers present their views as fact and seek to silence
other scientists whose opinions challenge theirs.” Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas is calling for a review of Big Tech's legal
protections. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wsj-facebook-censorship-scientiGc..
 censorship.news/2022-03-10-time-to-sweep-away-big-tech-immunity.html  (10/03/2022) Regarding fraudulent peer reviews and other
problematic elements of modern "science," Dr. Marcia Angell, MD, gave a lecture explaining how "science" is manipulated by special
interests to ensure that only certain narratives are made public.

reclaimthenet.org/preprint-server-accused-of-censorship-for-removing-i..  (03/15/2022)
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The techniques of mass manipulation are proliferating in an oligarchy that only defends its interests. The media attracts a lot of
attention regarding the subjectivity of their reports. The bias of the media is based on the fact that they assume the convenience of
serving the strongest and the systematic preference of an entity or authority with partisan interests. These inclinations, although
apparent, obscure the true facts, as history often recounts and as it is currently happening. The principle of "disguised authority" is
often convincing for people who do not establish their own criteria in their thinking. It is the submission of the mass man.
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Guillermou, hello, lets talk about mass formation psychosis , the brainwashing of entire populations....... over many years, using the
TV as the conduit....??? Did we notice...NO. So here we are....!! And it is a mess.
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Fact-Checker Falsely Accuses Mercola of Misleading Claims
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

According to a fact-checking organization called Health Feedback, COVID-19 deaths have not been overcounted; rather, they’ve been

undercounted. As “evidence,” they cite a study from India, which concluded that they’ve undercounted cases

)

Health Feedback is part of a World Health Organization project called Vaccine Safety Net, and is a fact-checking service under the umbrella of

Science Feedback. Partners and funders of Science Feedback include Facebook and the Google News Initiative

)

Health Feedback relies on semantics to debunk my statement that “most early COVID patients were killed from ventilator malpractice.” The

article I cited did not use the term “malpractice,” but routinely using a treatment known to be harmful and/or deadly can rightfully be called

malpractice

)

The fact checker also claims that Gnancial incentives given to hospitals for positive cases, treatments and deaths have had no impact on

statistics because of “strict rules” on reporting

)

Such “strict rules” have included counting “assumed” COVID cases and deaths, and counting cases where people were admitted to the hospital

and/or died from other causes but had a positive test, either at death, post-mortem, or within a month of death

)
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Well said GUI, thanks. A recent report by the RAND Corporation, a nonproGt think tank, found that Americans pay 256% more for
pharmaceuticals than those in 32 other countries. The US does not regulate drug prices. The federal government is unable to
negotiate lower prices, so drug companies can basically write themselves a blank check. Recent research suggests that 46 million
Americans can’t afford health care. According to a 2020 survey, two-thirds of consumers live in fear of medical bills. Life expectancy
in the U.S. trails behind the average for 28 other countries. In his book “Sickening,” Harvard professor John Abramson chronicles the
deceptive marketing practices of the drug industry. The book is a crash course in the proGt-driven systems built by Big Pharma that
dominate the U.S.health care industry and how they can cause undue suffering, starting with several recent pharmaceutical scandals
that have cost the lives of thousands of Americans while enriching major corporations.

 “As an expert in litigation, I have had access to manufacturers’ scientiGc data as well as their business and marketing plans,”
Abramson writes. “These are the pieces of the puzzle that, when put together, show how drug companies convince doctors to
prescribe their expensive new drugs even when they offer little or no added value (and sometimes harm) compared to less
expensive alternatives.” (continue under)
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In one illuminating scene, Abramson explained to a jury how PGzer persuaded doctors to overprescribe the epilepsy drug Neurontin
(gabapentin) off-label for bipolar disorder. In the late 1990s, PGzer sponsored numerous swanky dinners and held meetings where
the pharmaceutical company presented misleading data showing (fake) remarkable improvement. But they withheld data “which had
shown the drug was signiGcantly worse than placebo  PGzer later pleaded guilty to illegally marketing their drug, but the company’s
proGts from Neurontin only increased. This example — far from an anomaly in the biotechnology sector — demonstrates how deeply
corporate interests have infected nearly every aspect of the American medical system, and why it will be so diccult to Gx.

Abramson reveals how doctors are regularly duped into prescribing expensive drugs with extreme side effects while major
pharmaceutical companies rake in record proGts. At the core of this issue, which the book repeatedly emphasizes, is a corrupted
scientiGc process that drastically needs reform. The peer review process is inherently broken, Abramson writes, at least regarding
drug development, chiely because the raw clinical trial data is kept secret from reviewers and medical journals. And as an
increasing amount of medical research is funded by drug companies, it creates a perverse incentive to develop treatments that are
proGtable, rather than to “determine optimal care,” he explains.

 ~~*~~ So my conclusion is Americans are made sick by the criminal Big Pharma with fake medicines, and now they have to face
expensive medical bills if they have long Covid, and/or by harmful vaccines. So the prediction of WEF, that "you will own nothing" has
already come true for many who became victim of the corrupt US health care system. Others lost their jobs if they didn't get
vaccinated, they are also victims of a rotten, corrupt system. * * * Drain The Pharma Swamp * * *
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Yes Gui, the Tech Giants as with most of the Too Bigs strive to have their cake and eat it too. It's most likely why in the end the House
of Cards will have to tumble. They have mined our personal lives, our public discourse, & discussions in order to behind the veil
manipulate & maneuver behavior of the Macro at a Micro level. In doing so they shoot themselves in the foot as any dictator or
authoritarian generally does. By herding masses into a cookie cutter one size Gts all mold disrupts a natural order & cyclical balance.
One of the worst things to happen to people is to get all they want, the old be careful what you wish for - you just may well get it.

Also, the Rockefeller Snake Oil Model of Medicine, proGt$, proGt$, proGt$ anyway possible, but most sweet, sell folks something not
delivering what they paid for or never needed in the Grst place. This whole structure of top-down Medical MaGa Dictatorship bullying
the whole structure with professional & personal disaster if you don't toe the line leads to the same disruption of a natural order &
cyclical balance. Perhaps the biggest reason it has all survived for so long as it is all intertwined & so deep there has been an
artiGcial propping up of all the major Too Big's, Financial, Medical, Ag, Processed Foods, Energy, Communication by each other.

All answering to the same 'Pharaoh'. Powerful as we have seen, but not infallible. The reality of all the things they do not want will
always bleed through in one way or another. There will be a reset, but it won't be the one they think they can control or want. Creation
will reboot whether the general public has a Great Awakening or not.
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Spot on Pete, also, Health Insurance is not healthcare. For decades many in the states have been obsessed with getting a job
offering Health Insurance, yet most bankruptcies in the States are due to Medical Bills. Most obscene, at one time anyway, 80% had
health insurance & went bankrupt anyway. Our doctors have to carry massive overhead of staff to run through a maze of the many
Insurance Company's & what will or won't get paid. It's one reason you may get charged one price at one place and different prices at
other practices. Icing on the cake are astronomical cost for med's compared to other countries. Med's in too many cases not even
necessary if we were to address those things promoting actual health, starting from the ground & then up. Actual healthcare starts
long before anyone may have to step into a Doctor's Occe & if a population were to have outstanding health throughout their lives,
there will always be things to keep doctors busy & in a practice.
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@Leahoz. So true. This has been a slow indoctrination and the people just did not see it. Smoke and mirrors.
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Leahoz, speaking of tv, I did not own one for several years. My wife and I were in a restaurant with a screen nearby with the sound
muted. I was astounded how often the picture changed in a lash. It rarely remained on similar frames for more than 2 seconds.
Today it is often less than 1 second. Totally hypnotic. Try it yourselves. Mute the sound and observe the lashes. Especially
commercials. I'm a retired marketing/advertising professional. Advertisements used to tell a luent story with each scene remaining
on the screen for as long as it took to have the message really hit home and be fully absorbed. What are they constantly lashing
today??? No coincidence it is called programming and you watch programs.
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Yes Leahoz. we can establish a sum of people's reactions to submit to the yoke of tyrants, defense mechanisms, and blind
obedience to "authority", supported by the media, where television and fact checkers have a special attention. preferential.
According to Milgram's experiment where mass training psychosis acts is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the media
subjected to the deep state. These media impose a hypnosis on the masses to believe that there is a terrifying "virus" loating in the
air, and the only way to stop it is to get "vaccinated"; otherwise, to avoid a horrible death while endangering your own family and your
friends or professional colleagues.

It's not about rational thought, it's about fear looding your feelings based on misinformation. It is the kind of mindset and thought
process that actually gives someone that privilege on a television screen or on social media. Movements of the psyche whereby
unpleasant ideas and feelings are avoided, excluded from consciousness, or transformed into their opposite, compensated by other
ideas or feelings, where submission to authority is relevant and unpleasant affects are transformed into our unconscious internal
world, by the distressing projection to make it desired.

Conformity with the group seems to be a support for this experiment by stating that a subject who does not have the ability or
knowledge to make decisions, in a crisis, will transfer decisions to authority through personal submission. When the subject obeys
the dictates of authority, his conscience ceases to function and an abdication of responsibility occurs, through mass formation
psychosis.
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Thank you PETE and JUST, yes, in America today, democide is underpinned by the 'Covid' plot orchestrated by the ruling class and
the Biden administration, which continues in its efforts to wipe out the American population to advance the agendas of disease,
eugenics and death. This is done simply to achieve total control over the masses. As illnesses and deaths continue to rise and life
expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line their pockets. The AMA embraces pharmaceutical
companies that see Covid-19 as a once-in-a-lifetime business opportunity," said Gerald Posner, author of "Pharma: Greed, Lies, and
the Poisoning of America." The basis of corruption is that the world needs pharmaceuticals, we need snake venom, and dozens of
companies are now racing to make them.

The global crisis "will potentially be a blockbuster for the industry in terms of sales and proGts," Posner said, adding that "as much
The worse the pandemic, the greater their eventual proGts." It was the American Medical Association AMA, and a man named Morris
Fishbein, who single-handedly removed nutrition from medical schools in the US, to install the doctrine of Allopathic medicine with
approval for harmful laboratory-made drugs. that promote disease.

Doctors would no longer understand anything about the use of food as medicine. Native American herbalists and natural healers
would be referred to in medical journals as "quacks", the AMA has in its history the false promise of restoring health, but what it did
is wage the battle against real health medicine, to limit the practices of professionals such as homeopaths, naturopaths, osteopaths,
podiatrists, optometrists, psychologists and chiropractors. BigPharma, media and government institutions and AMAs are now
discrediting, for example, ivermectin and vitamin D while pushing deadly "vaccines" and medical authoritarianism.
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AMA embraces the support of the pharmaceutical maGa and the corruption of institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The basis on which
medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the immune system with the support of traditional medicines.
Physicians should be required to spend one year of their Gve year training learning about nutrition, and alternative therapies. It was
Rockefeller who fought Natural Medicine, taking the opportunity to expand his oil business, inGltrating American medicine with
highly addictive drug formulations. The AMA has occially sold its collective soul to the corporate farm machine by opposing
mandatory labeling of genetically modiGed foods, ruling out the differentiation between bioengineered foods and natural foods.

“If the food is safe, it is acceptable. GM foods are presumed to be safe; therefore, they are acceptable and any criticism of them is
irrational.” www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2012/06/the-amas-strange-position-o..  As reported by Dr. Mercola, the AMA is
dedicated to training its members to lie to patients while murdering them, claiming that "rampant misinformation" is "eroding public
trust in science and undermining trust in physicians." and medical institutions." And to regain that lost trust, the AMA proceeds to
teach doctors how to lie to the world about covid.

www.ama-assn.org/system/Gles/2021-02/covid-19-vaccine-guide-english.p..  AMA is the friend of the pharmaceutical industry that
now spends billions of dollars a year to inluence laws, policies and public perception, perpetuating the John D. Rockefeller way.
Covid-19 cannot be solved with this system, nor can any infectious disease be erased because the origins of this system are the root
of the problem. www.brighteon.com/b363d052-db0a-441c-85c0-419aff1512fa
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Censorship is increasing. I was removed 3 times this morning for expressing my view on the bio labs and the good intent; but all I
stated was bewilderment that a laboratory to safeguard dangerous pathogen’s keeps rather than destroys them. The statement that
the plague was sought after from mass graves from that era of history to safeguard it was also deleted. Even the comment
wondering why CFP was deleting and censoring Citizen Free Speech (Press) was also deleted. I guess freedom of discussion is not
to be tolerated. This too can be deleted, I am getting used to it.
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har1272
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Pharma is not in the business of curing disease, but they are in the business of tamping symptoms of disease, causing more disease
via side effects and thereby creating more proGt making permanent customers.
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Obviously all of the tests are knowingly based upon bad science, thus fraudulent, because of clearly no reliable proof that any "covid"
germ exists or any other alleged virus, this has been known for over a century, so obviously ALL of the alleged "covid-19" test and
dead statistics are lies, merely propaganda to trick/push acceptance of vaccines (toxic drugs) and oppression. | Much of
establishment science, history, etc., is riddled with lies, with just enough cunning narrative to make it appear genuine, with bad
applications, like modern medicine, Gnance, etc., all for the massive proGt of a parasitic, and obviously psychopathic, 'elite'! They
obviously also demolished and defaced a massive number of robust old buildings and other structures, all over the world, to deprive
us of our inheritance, free power, and more advanced travel methods.
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Yes, ghGnn, freedom of expression is being silenced by the censorship of the interests of globalist elites. The International Grand
Committee on Disinformation (IGCD) consists of "an international assortment of policymakers, policy advisers, and other experts"
who work together "to forge international alliances that bring shared and effective strategies in the battle against disinformation
online. Online safety bill is 'catastrophic for freedom of expression' The founders of the IGCD are four members of the British and
Canadian Parliaments, including British MP Damian Collins, who is also on the board of the Centers for Countering Digital Hate
(CCHR).

CCHR fabricates reports that are then used to strip people of their rights to freedom of expression. The IGCD helps shine a light on
the technocratic front group known as the Centers for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH),3 by seeing how one of the CCDH board
members, Damian Collins MP, is also one of the founders of the IGCD. Both groups were formed in 2018 and clearly have the same
goals and agenda. www.globalresearch.ca/global-organization-attempts-end-free-speech-wor..  (2022) While the social media
giants once boasted of being 'the free speech wing of the free speech party', in recent years, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other
platforms have become increasingly censors, cracking down on dissenting opinions and offensive speech. Big Tech has enjoyed this
role as the unoccial arbiter of acceptable thinking. But while Facebook likes may have severely damaged free speech online, it could
be the UK government that delivers the killing blow. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5774673  (03/18/2022)
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Yes, HAR, Allopathic Medicine does not contemplate the origin of the disease, it contemplates and treats the symptoms. The
institutions dedicated to food and drugs are the tool of the great fortunes to continue accumulating beneGts while people create
chronic pathologies that lead to death from Covid-19. Health is not pursued, the creation of protocols to immortalize the disease is
pursued. The multiple causes that are causing disease and death due to medical treatment are caused by the principles and
protocols of Allopathic Medicine, and not treating patients according to the principles of holistic medicine.

The defense of the terrain theory provides us with the foundation for a healthy body. Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally
nourishing your own system, not from pharmaceuticals. all previous human societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans
were not internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune system. With Allopathic Medicine we treat the symptoms but
we promote a toxic Geld to fall prey to diseases and in short, the reduction of life expectancy.
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Yes Keythong. Regarding the reliability of PCR tests. In a Feb. 16 tweet, the Centers for the CDC said a large percentage of nasal
swab PCR tests for COVID-19 ultimately underwent genome sequencing analysis, raising red lags among some people. about the
genetic privacy of individuals who took such tests. The CDC says they analyze the genetic sequences of SARS-CoV-2 from these
laboratories to identify and compare variants, monitor their spread, and assess the potential impact on medical treatments and
vaccines. However, the CDC's comments come at a time of increased mistrust of the pronouncements of public health authorities.

A January 2022 NBC News poll found that only 44% of Americans trust what the CDC says, down from 69% since April, while only
13% of Americans actively distrusted coronavirus messages from CDC at the time, 43 percent actively distrusted him as of January
2022. Distrust of Fauci also decreased. www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-10-percent-chance-for-genomic-sequencing-of-..
 2&utm_medium=email&est=tm20SY%2B%2FcIPqd7he7dxRHp3SJhm5rKhwJl0qaxHfH9kPKs4sFED5Bbm37d%2B7XUXd
(02/17/2022)
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Hi Gui and All. Amazing what they will do to harness the power of humanity. They want us all to follow blindly, and submit our
support and energy and these are the tactics they use to help accomplish their goals. Just like in the novel, 1984, they are actually
changing the dictionary by inverting the accepted deGnitions of words. We who can see, observe how they play with language, and
the opposites within their verbiage: e.g. safe is dangerous, and dangerous is safe, died of / with virus, asymptomatic transmission,
immunity, new normal, and now this clearly includes: facts” and “truth”. They don’t actually believe their own lies, but they have found
a way to present their case to the jury, or the masses, by using the new language which contains their own spin.

They present “fact-checked” lies, which obediently push the narrative. It’s really twisted and can be frustrating when too many people
believe their lies and go on to support them, opposing the truth.  I can’t imagine how Dr.M must feel, speaking the real “truth”, and
being attacked and labelled. Wow. Now, because of this, I am to the point where I question all of our history, as I know this story
changing tactic is part of their religion.  — I know our Dr.M community is onto them, you all know.. so really I just want to support
everyone here as we all Gght to break the darkness of lies, and bring forth the light of truth for all. God Bless.
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Gui, thanks for this AMA reminder on their position on GM food. "The AMA has occially sold its collective soul to the corporate farm
machine by opposing mandatory labeling of genetically modiGed foods, ruling out the differentiation between bioengineered foods
and natural foods." Read my bio to see my thoughts on how passage of NO GM labels came about. On another related topic this past
weekend a group of us with 15 trucks, cars, & an RV had a Convoy to support the DC Peoples Truck Convoy. We made a lot of noise
with our horns and large waving American lags as we drove the streets of two towns in our County in N. California. We made 4 quiet
passes through a hospital parking lot and their front doors.

The Peoples Freedom Convoy is still active in the D.C. area and getting zero MSM press coverage. To catch the latest go to
live.childrenshealthdefense.org/convoy-update?utm_source=email&utm..  What is going on behind the scenes to stop the trucks is
sickening. But they will not stop. They want: 1. an end to the Emergency Use Authorization, 2. No MANDATES. They have met with
several members of Congress.
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Thank you very much dear Luvvvy, you express yourself accurately and realistically: They present “fact-checked” lies, which
obediently push the narrative. It's really twisted and can be frustrating when too many people believe their lies and go on to support
them, opposing the truth. The new normal will never come with the science of illness and lies. It is the overwhelming domain of
opportunistic science and media technology in the developed world with its training of professionals in key areas such as
management, "medical sciences", and other "sciences" that try to dominate people and install the oligarchy in instead of democracy.

This has been a Geld for the most aggressive and arbitrary practices, aimed at obstructing the development of the true capacities to
guarantee freedoms and defend the environment. This has favored the creation of monopolies with ample possibilities of setting the
rules of the game of globalization, and biasing them totally in their favour. . It is clear that the group of experts is a pressure group of
great power, although a great discussion is open about its inluence on fundamental decisions. In the private area, they are the
owners of Gnancial and economic capital. Great organizations are hierarchical and attract ambitious people looking to rise to the
top.

It recruits those they believe to be the best, but Glters out anyone who challenges its deGned ends. leadership positions promoted
precisely because of their aggressiveness and conGdence in furthering the mission of the technocracy. No, our culture no longer
produces great souls; instead we produce celebrities, pundits, and technocratic warlords like Bill Gates. In their own minds they are
right and everyone else is wrong. We are in the Age of Technocracy of the cultural vacuum created where once there was a soul is
now full of lust for power and money.
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Thank you very much OTIS, you always inform the news with great knowledge of reality. Expanding disinformation data. The
"moderators" of Cornell University's arXiv server, an open access archive and free scientiGc material distribution service, have been
censoring scientiGc studies that they claim contain "inlammatory content and unprofessional language". arXiv, a "preprint server" for
preliminary versions of moderated but not yet peer-reviewed or published scientiGc studies, is supposed to be neutral when it comes
to what gets published.

The reality, however, is that arXiv is selectively censoring studies and even banning scientists from publishing work with
"controversial" views. The source of the controversy can be traced back to a paper that had to do with room-temperature
superconductivity, the journal Science reports, but those who tried to publish research aiming to prove an opposing view are in
trouble on arXiv. reclaimthenet.org/preprint-server-accused-of-censorship-for-removing-i..  (03/15/2022)
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Hi again Gui, you sure said it right! Thank you. I forgot to mention that today here in Toronto - the home of the “happy conformists”,
mask mandates were lifted and our people, who were quick to give up their freedoms, are now slow to respond to the return of their
freedom.. I noted that while out this morning, everyone, including a man who lives on the street, was wearing a mask as they all
stood jn line for their morning coffee.  —!! — I was reminded of the following video of images from the past, showing history repeats,
I guess. (Btw The content creator is a lively character, who also has a Spanish channel)  https://youtu.be/_C9OAhy8pPw
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It's nice to see you back.
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I'm glad luvvvy, the video is very interesting. In Spain on February 10 it is no longer mandatory to wear masks outdoors. Spain thus
follows the path of other countries, such as Denmark, Norway or Sweden, which have decided to lift part of the restrictions imposed
by the covid-19 pandemic. In addition, the countdown to the end of mandatory masks indoors in Spain has begun. It was launched
this week by the President of the Government, Pedro Sánchez, when he said that they will be eliminated "very soon", We remember
that Dr. Anthony Fauci himself sent an email to one of the NIH employees, saying that he reviewed all the randomized controlled
trials on blinding and that he had not seen any beneGt. Then three or four days later, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
and Fauci himself went so far as to say that everyone should wear a mask.

It's not possible for science to change in three or four days like that. Collins, Fauci and Biden and the big media are sure not
interested in reading this information: HIGHLY ACCLAIMED PEER-REVIEWED BANGLADESH STUDY SHOWS THAT MASKS DON'T
WORK AT ALL stevekirsch.substack.com/p/bangladesh-study-proves-masks-dont?token=ey..                                                            
Thank you very much ONEDER WOMAN.
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Pete.Smith -As for your example of Gapapentin and the way it was promoted what could a doctor do if they were prescribing the
drug as intended by the drug company? When and if the doctor Gnds out the drug does not work and if they tell the patients the
doctor could be sued especially if there were side effects or if it did not work. It 's the doctor who will suffer the consequences not
the drug company so they may keep prescribing it but also may give the patient a better option saying there was a better drug rather
than admit they were mislead. A catch 22 for the doctor but not the drug company.
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Should you go to a hospital, they are waiting for you. They will test you with a bogus covid test for your own good. That test almost always
comes back positive so now they tag you with a price tag of $39,000 which makes you a valuable commodity if you die in their care. And
now, since you have covid, they put you on a ventilator - also for your own good. After the ventilator kills you they collect $39,000 from
Medicare. That's why our covid deaths per million is 3.6 times the global average.  Like any great business model the key is turnover. They
need to tag and bag as fast as possible. Has there ever been a better proGts over people business scheme? Possibly war, and maybe
cigarettes, opioids, and processed food. In addition to quick steady turnover, the best proGts over people business models require a
partnership with the media and the government, whose job is to lend a hand. ProGts over people is not new - it will become more eccient
with the great reset.
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ghVnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The last thing that caught my eye was that there are dangerous chemicals on the swab’s. These guys are really serious about their
extermination agenda.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 10:33:02 AM
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some swabs apparently even contain a radioactive isotope too!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 11:34:22 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big-picture logic would show that pharmaceutical medicine has for decades hidden the root causes of disease, excess deaths and
forbidden yet effective remedies....and again in 2020 with the blitz-scare drive to vaccinate by the state media again withholding every
obvious defense. Our neo-con led WW Z started well before 9/11..continued through the proliferation of bio-weapon research and has
arrived at the globalist wet-dream of a shoot-out in Ukraine...all backed by treasonous corrupt interests to unwind human overpopulation by
"Industrial advances" in genocide. Disease/famine/war along with the looting of national treasure have been sanitized for public
consumption...Any objections?..Shut up!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 7:46:05 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall, fact checkers promote the disease economy because a large percentage of economic activity and economic growth is
based on the manufacturing, marketing, and sale of disease-based products and services. That is, products and services that cause
diseases or "treat" those diseases. In the United States, some of the largest corporations are pharmaceutical companies. In fact, as
I've said before, the top 10 pharmaceutical companies in the United States make more money than the other 490 Fortune 500
companies. The goal of economic growth should be to create economic abundance, it is about providing more goods and services to
people in a more eccient way.

These goods and services are supposed to improve the quality of life of these people. The Ukraine war did not start inlation or
record gasoline prices. Both were already rising in early February 2022. The cause was the Biden administration's radical year-long
expansion of the money supply at a time of pent-up post-COVID consumer demand. It foolishly continued with de facto zero interest
rates. His generous COVID subsidies for the unemployed discouraged a return to work, while slashing US oil and gas production and
pipelines. Before Putin's invasion, Biden was publicly blaming greedy corporations, oil companies, COVID and former President
Donald Trump for the inlation he had given birth to in 2021.

And he claimed that undeniable high prices were only temporary or mainly a elite obsession. Look at the current situation, an
economic crisis that will enhance inequalities and cause many deaths from hunger than Covid-19 in children and innocent people
who are not guilty of not taking care of their health, such as those killed by Covid and those tricked into taking vaccinations in virtue
of the globalist elites who run the fact checkers.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 8:17:22 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Death by "healthcare" up 666%! Here's a very simple formula - anything the "fact checkers" claim...the opposite is true!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 5:01:24 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good formula, Randy. Consider that PCR tests are a great passport that enhances and facilitates the work of fact checkers, they are
the passport for "vaccines" they are the passport for death in hospitals.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 5:58:30 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy we are in the twilight zone of 'Inversion'. The 'fact checkers' reverse the order, arrangement, or position of something. They,
the fact checkers, are so deep in the swamp they only survive on their excrements of lies. It would be a sad situation if those of us
awake & enlightened were blind to the hilarious farce the fc survive in. But we know what's true and what's a baggage of lies.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 4:54:27 PM
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MilesOdd
Joined On 1/20/2021 5:56:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Again with the semantics, we can take a close look at the 'check' in fact checking. Under Merriam Webster's transitive verb listing for
'check', we see meanings 2a: to slow or bring to a stop : brake. e.g., hastily checked the impulse, and 2b : to block the progress of
(someone, such as a hockey player). So if a fact checker checks a fact, she or he stops that fact, or blocks that fact. So it all makes sense
again. In a Newspeak sort of way.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 1:14:34 AM
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just saw a "verify" (Tegna tv network farce chucking) that the US is deGnitely not funding bioweapon labs in the Ukraine, so I'm pretty sure
we are.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 5:29:55 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fairly certain these so-called fact checkers are way underqualiGed to truly understand most issues. This case of over-counting was
closed a long time ago, when Italy did an initial recount and found their aging population mostly died from co-morbidities, and many
had covid on top. However, by fact checking incorrectly, these agencies act as a foil, diverting attention to keep prying eyes focused
on defending their positions, and NOT on the ball!  Actual ball is the Ukraine has/had more than a few bio-weapon BSL-3 level labs
that were funded and run by Pentagon personnel for years, given diplomatic immunity. AND if Putin wanted to, the Russian military
could have lattened, leveled the Ukraine in less than a week.

This cat and mouse game has way more angles than US corporate media is reporting; in a repeat performance, we are again duped
into believing stories being broadcast as being factual, instead of mostly propaganda. Putin had been threatening to walk into
Ukraine for more than 15 years prior, and when he deemed the US to be slow and weakened being run by an old man, he did so.
Again the US military command thought it imperative to vaxx their people, at a time when other nations like China and Russia are
lexing their muscles. All this makes little to no sense, which means more truth needs to leak out. Interesting to note that neither
China or Russia forced any shots on members of their military.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 6:41:44 AM
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My2cents2
Joined On 7/21/2020 8:12:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are. Bet when FraudXi (of Wuhan lab fame) went MIA here, he was busy with a shredder going from Ukraine lab to lab.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 9:34:50 AM
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’d love to know the logistics of this clotshot manufacture. For if all the clotshot manufacturers combined were able to make this at a rate of
one dose per second it would take almost 32 years to make billion doses. Where is it all coming from??  Some people are onto their fourth
dose LOL!!  They want to jab the population of the world several times, yet, where are all the new manufacturing facilities? Where is the
mass staff recruitment? It would take a minimum of six months to train a technician in the very basics of vessel competency, yet here we
are, an unlimited supply of this treatment! It’s almost like….it’s been stockpiled years in advance….??

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 2:41:00 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Leahoz, and also the clot factories and other treatments that fact checkers are promoting are also paid for by taxpayers' money.
President Biden announced a new "Test to Treat" initiative during his State of the Union address that will allow Americans who test
positive for COVID-19 at a pharmacy to get free antiviral pills "on the spot." But what he didn't say is that the initiative is also a
windfall for drug companies like PGzer and Merck. PGzer is set to make $54 billion in sales of its COVID vaccine and antiviral pill,
Paxlovid. Merck expects to make up to $7 billion in proGt on molnupiravir, a drug whose research and development was funded by
taxpayers. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bidens-test-to-treat-windfall-pGz..  (03/03/2022)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

March 21st 2022 The Grst full day of Spring in the northern hemisphere and not ONE person responsible for all the above mentioned
realities has been held accountable. Is it ME? Does anyone really believe anything changes when the very same people who have done this
all to humanity are still in place and being paid by US? I mean WTF!!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock, They lied about the USS Maine to get us into war with Spain, They lied about the Lusitania to get us into world war l,
They lied about Pearl Harbor to get us into WW2, They lied about the Gulf of Tonkin to get us in Vietnam, They lied about killing
babies to start the Gulf war, They lied about WMD's to start the Iraq war, They lied about GaddaG to start a war in Libya, They've
already lied about attacks to stay in Syria, Oklahoma bombing was an inside job, 911 was an inside job, don't forget Ruby Ridge,
Waco, and on and on. Not one person has went to jail for the above mentioned lies and atrocities performed by the government deep
state on us, the citizens. Yeah, I agree with you, WTF, WTF, WTF is going on.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hear you Otis and you put perspective on things for certain. I guess some things never change...
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, you are missing the push to herd the world's population into this "new world order" where any shot deemed necessary will
determine if you can be a part of and participate in society or not. Its really a sick, dystopian future being thrust on everyone.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/21/2022 9:54:26 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

.Meet the ‘rented white coats’ who defend toxic chemicals  >>>>>
 publicintegrity.org/environment/meet-the-rented-white-coats-who-defend..  people are born into lies.....and they need to CYA with lies to
cover the lies told before,,,, Gotta cover up the Big Lie with cover up lies to hide the lies they told last time they lied
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HUSH!!!!!! Lose LIPS-Sink Ships..... www.renegadetribune.com/military-doctor-testiGes-under-oath-that-supe..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmmmm.........>>>>> from a little birdy.........>>  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12453804
 ajph.aphapublications.org/.../AJPH.92.12.1900
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I only learned in 2017 how long retained and toxic MRI contrast is, and to this day, am unable to Gnd a doctor who can either treat the
effects of the toxicity or even admit it is toxic and harmful to the body. I also just discovered MF59 being added to lu shots is the
same MF59 given to unsuspecting Iraq war veterans in their anthrax vaccines which later was found to cause Gulf War Syndrome.
The government still refuses to admit it and claims MF59 to be safe. The study in Italy used to make that "safe" claim was tested on
people averaging over 70 years of age in an old folks home whose symptoms from the MF59 were written off as due to "old age".
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes MF59 is added......more garbage in Da Jab helpthesheeple.wordpress.com/2013/09/27/highly-toxic-squalene-mf59-now..
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TRKendall
Joined On 2/19/2013 9:50:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you are an American hero! I pray for you all the time. God bless you!! Just wanted you to know you are appreciated for all you
do and the sacriGces you have made for the good of mankind! You have been MY doctor for a long time. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
:)
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More like impossible to count. That is because there is no established, accurate, approved, or standardized testing method for discovering
covid-19. It's all guess work using a faulty PCR test and computer guesstimates. We will never know the number of deaths because the
premises are lawed as are the counting methods. Whatever the statistics for the great fake pandemic, there are purely agenda driven.
50,000 deaths from covid is nothing compared to 5 million deaths that will create fear and panic and a rush to be poisoned by mRNA
injections. A rush to be locked down and surrender your life to the elite idiots running the fake show.
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Few people died from the Fauci-19 virus. People died from comorbidities caused by poor dietary choices. Eat a diet of real food and the
chance of death by the Fauci-19 Virus goes to zero.
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where did I read that a fact checker, some where, was taken to court, and the line that came from their employer was, 'they aren't actually a
fact checker, they are just using their 1st Amendment right to give an opinion." I was livid over that statement. Funny how they aren't stating
that they are giving their opinion, they are actually giving 'that opinion' as if it's a fact. Which is exactly what THAT should be illegal. WE all
know that's what they're doing, but the millions of sheep out there don't know that. Does the employer of Fernanda Ferreira feel that way
too? Where did she get her license or her scope of so-called knowledge? Knowing that SHE is lying, is Dr Mercola able to sue her for liable
or slander? IF she has no degree in anything medical.....

I was gonna say, can't someone accuse HER of the same thing, but who's gonna do that, when the CNN types are the only thing you can see,
all the truthful sites are taken down. Answered my own question. Although, they might still be taken to court, it just would be for MY
satisfaction, not something that we'll see on the msm.
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curtis7
Joined On 4/22/2012 10:47:17 AM
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Some wonderfully astute comments today! Thank you to All!  I have for the better part of 50 yrs been very Leary of Medical practice inside
the US.. Especially after studying the history of medical practice as well as the history of nutrition [both in the Occident and the Orient] over
the last several decades. Today It deeply saddens me to see how our at one time Democracy continues to devolve into a full blown
nightmare of a Corporatocracy run by Predator Corporations feeding on the general populace.. This is in fact 1984..

Big Brother is looking over our shoulders... right NOW.. this is nothing to be afraid of just something to be aware of.. so what to do..? I
choose to seize this enormous Opportunity..presented everyday.. looking to be More effective in speaking Truth to Power and Truth to
Unbridled Greed.. There is a way to continuously improve our effectiveness in this regard.. we just have to focus and execute Right Action
Daily... our work is cut out for us.. lets change this paradigm... we can do it..
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few minor points on vid. In US the CDC reported (USA Stats) in Sept 2020 that only 6% of Covid "deaths" were without co morbiditiea.
Compare these LOW death rates for people sans Covid to seasonal lu and you will see that these total deaths which importantly now
include many who vaxxed their way to death (is the Vax a "co morbidity?) are less than inluenza. I researched this a while back for one of
my articles at worldyturnings.blog/blog  in relation to seasonal lu. The 6% death rate in US is less than the 10 year seasonal lu death
average (37,000 deaths) over 3 lu seasons now - 2020-21-22. This proves that everything we did re personal and economic lockdowns and
untested killer Nuremberg emerg use auth. vaccines was for nothing except world domination by the fact checkers and their supporters.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM
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I'm so tired of them going after Mercola and others that are spreading truth! If they only took time to LISTEN and not just edited clips of all
the well known and well respected doctors and scientists on the opposite of what they hear in the major news media maybe at least some
of them would wake up? The channel "The Majority Report W/ Sam Seder" in one of their recent videos "Why Anti-Vaxxers HATE Citing
Sources" is really bad about going after anti vaxers talking about how they hate citing resources as if there isn't any creditable sources for
them to give.

I've left a few comments there but I type too slow and it doesn't work when I copy/paste in their comment sections so I'm not much help. In
their comment section they really go after people, too, belittling those that are against these jabs. It seems hopeless trying to wake up
some people. I would like to see Sam Seder go up against as in debating someone that could articulate all the real reasons that prove Sam
and others like him are the ones that are really spreading misinformation when they try to say the doctors are wrong that are against these
jabs.
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Lionel11
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I agree but you assume good intentions by people that are our enemies.  They wont quit until we force them. There is hope for a
smoking gun whistleblower and if they can hear your comments, maybe.
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Country_Me
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Lionel11 oh I know most are our enemies (against truth) but I can't help but believe at least some people that are listening to them
that believe them do have good intentions but just instead of doing their own research for truth they believe those they listen to.
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Below I have listed 108 examples of what are listed in the CDC Provisional Mortality database as “Covid-19 Deaths”, coded as U07.1
(Covid-19) Not one of these deaths listed below has anything to do with a viral event being the actual cause of death. These are not
exceptions they are representative of THE ENTIRE database. I could literally do this all through the evening and scarcely begin to get
through the listing of these 900,000+ deaths. There were, for example, over 14,000 accidental deaths as of Feb. 2021 that were listed as
“Covid Deaths.” Not the largest category of fraud just one of the more egregious. 30 years -X70 (Intentional self-harm by hanging,
strangulation and suffocation)- there is 1 of these in the 30 year old age group.

31 years X44 (Accidental poisoning by and exposure to other and unspeciGed drugs, medicaments and biological substances)- there are 12
of these in the 31 year old age group. 33 years -X44 (Accidental poisoning by and exposure to other and unspeciGed drugs, medicaments
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of these in the 31 year old age group. 33 years -X44 (Accidental poisoning by and exposure to other and unspeciGed drugs, medicaments
and biological substances)- there are 9 of these in the 33 year old age group. 33 years -X42 (Accidental poisoning by and exposure to
narcotics and psychodysleptics [hallucinogens], not elsewhere classiGed)- there are 5 of these in the 33 year old age group. 33 years O96.1
(Death from indirect obstetric cause occurring more than 42 days but less than one year after delivery)- there are 10 of these in the 33 year
old age group.

34 years -F19.1 (Mental and behavioural disorders due to multiple drug use and use of other psychoactive substances, harmful use).- there
are 3 of these in the 34 year old age group. 38 years O96.1 (Death from indirect obstetric cause occurring more than 42 days but less than
one year after delivery)- there are 11 of these in the 38 year old age group. 47 years K70.3 (Alcoholic cirrhosis of liver)- there are 15 of
these listed in the 47 year old age group.
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Cont. 48 years X44 (Accidental poisoning by and exposure to other and unspeciGed drugs, medicaments and biological substances)-
there are 7 of these in the 48 year old age group. 54 years I21.9 (Acute myocardial infarction, unspeciGed)- 21 of these listed in the
54 year old age group. 54 years K70.3 (Alcoholic cirrhosis of liver)- 12 of these listed in the 54 year old age group. 75 years-F54
(Psychological and behavioural factors associated with disorders or diseases classiGed elsewhere). There is 1 of these in the 75
year old age group. 75 years-F10.1 (Mental and behavioural disorders due to use of alcohol, harmful use). There is 1 of these in the
75 year old age group.
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We need a laugh sometimes....objective truth...dollarvigilante.tv/.../8rQo48GTPfk4a5ddTi5fp9
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With just reading the title of this article, i already have my opinion about this whole Covid debacle.  It's been a PLANdemic from the
beginning, so i don't believe anything that the CDC or any other entity who claims to have the "facts" to be telling the truth about the Covid
death numbers. They've been skewed from the very beginning.  Let's face it; all the hospitals got big money every time they reported a
so-called Covid death. So, if anything i would say that the Covid death rates have been OVER reported. Another thing that's NOT being
reported by Fake news is how many ppl have died and/or have been injured by the Covid kill shots.

You can only Gnd that news via sites like Dr. Mercola's or Red Voice Media, Stew Peters or others like these outlets.  What's sad is that the
sleepy Sheeple most likely will never seek out these real news outlets to get the real news.  These Sheep don't even know about what's
going on with the People's Convoy.  Thank the Lord there are enough of who are awake who do know what's going on and were out there
supporting that convoy, supporting freedom.  It was a day in history; they came through Ohio on March 3; and i got to see the convoy roll
through!
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Fact checkers don't check "facts", they don't even care about facts. Fact checkers are like defensive linebackers - they attack the person,
not their concepts, nor their presentation. Fact checkers should be called "attack checkers". That's what they do. A fact checker decides
who to attack (not what facts), then they look for a lever or two that can be manipulated. Then they push the lever. Fact checkers are liars
from the get-go. They claim to be checking facts, but they don't care about the the facts they Gnd. to your health, tracy
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They are paid liars.
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Very good information! But I wonder how effective it will be towards those who are brainwashed. Yes I know, we can just ignore them and
work with those who want to grow. But that can be so diccult to do. I think I have Ggured out why people resist this information that seems
to make so much sense to us. I will use an analogy. I want those who are reading this to think of something you strongly believe in. Whether
it is your faith that gives you strength or a person or a knowing of something that you know to be absolutely true.

You got it? Now imagine I come to you and say, what you have been believing in is not true, is a total lie and I have proof that is beyond a
reasonable doubt that can can show what I am saying is accurate. I even go one step further and say, “are you that dumb and stupid for
believing this crap?” What is the likelihood that you are going to say to me, “oh, I did not know that. I want to learn more and I am so glad
you brought me this new information.” Most likely not! These beliefs are rooted in such as way that it gives the illusion of security and
protection.

And if they were to believe this new way of thinking they will totally collapse.  There is not enough room on this platform to expand on this
but if we are to get through to people, we need to seriously think about how someone would be able to get through to me f they wanted to
share with me something that was totally out of my sphere of thinking. How would I react?  Now you know what others are going through. It
is a tough battle but one worthwhile of pursuing.  Thanks for reading.
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ZHA.ZHA, You couldn't be more correct. Years ago my best friend gave me a book on universal reconciliation. I trust this man with
my life but the book remained unopened for almost 2 years because I dreaded the truths it could contain. If true, I would have to
completely reverse my belief in an eternal Hell. After reading it, it still took a good while for me to accept the facts it proved. The
literal TRANSLATION of the Bible (not all the VERSIONS as KJV and NIV) proves there is no eternal hell and separation from God!
Those not written in the Book of Life will experience the Lake of Fire (possibly not a real lame but a reGnement) for CORRECTION
and redemption only.

After that period everyone will be reunited with the Creator. That is why God states that it is His will that NONE shall perish but all will
have everlasting life with Him. What good would it do for God and 99% of His children for every knee to bow and every tongue to
confess that Jesus is Lord while suffering eternal damnation? God is love. Period. He didn't create tens of billions of his children to
endlessly suffer apart from Him, but see how hard it is to reverse your thinking? Upon hearing the truth, I became angry that people
like Adolph Hitler wouldn't be going to "Hell".

But who am I to judge? Now I'm even discovering that old Adolph was not quite as bad as portrayed. We sure live in an inverse world.
This example should underscore the fact that we cannot change these people's minds by lecturing with facts. We need to work on
how we live to create our new, improved future and set a desirable example for others to follow.
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ZHA.ZHA and Brian, I like this perspective. It helps me see the deluded and corrupt as human too, caught in a web of deceit that's
been going on for a long time. People get caught in it and sin. It's true that there's profound delusion and corruption around, but I
have a part on that too. As ZHA.ZHA says pointing out their errors from on high doesn't help others. My taking care of my own error
does seem to, but their change remains their business. It's similar to yelling at alcoholics in that it likely eads them to drink more.
Being upset and emotional about the bad things people are doing is codependent.  We know a lot about what works and doesn't work
with Covid treatment but relatively little about what works with psychologically disentangling from the problem and building our
spiritual health.
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@Brianallen1. Interesting! What is the name of the book and the author?
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@imaginal thanks for your comments. Disempowering entities want chaos to be around. This is how they get their fuel. It does not
matter to them what side of the coin you are from. They just want you to behave in a low vibrations, anger manner. And in the
process if this creates more Gghts and instability between the 2 parties, well that is their elixir! But being calm and at peace within
and with those around you, this in spite of being fully aware of the chaos and confusion that is happening around us, well that is a
dagger in the cold frigid “heart” of the disempowering entities.

I am not a Christian, as I respect all people who are empowering regardless of their faith, I love this concept in Christianity. “Love
your enemies”.  Most people feel this means to love them so they can become more like you. I see it totally different. These enemies
are not like us. Just as disempowering energies are destructive to us, empowering energies are destructive to them. So the only way
to destroy and weaken them is to send them love!
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Since I have yet to see the correlation, or connection, drawn vividly between Covid, zinc and death by ventilators/respirators, as I
understand them, please allow me to do so with any corrections necessary left to Dr. Mercola. You can force the lungs to expand and
contract using 'ambient air', or even air with a high oxygen content, but without succient zinc, and cooperative nutrients, in the blood
stream it is impossible for the cilia of the lungs to act in properly converting carbonic acid to carbon dioxide for exhaustion from the lungs.
In this sense the ventilator patients were killed by carbonic acid poisoning, or, suffocation. They did not die of Covid OR any comorbidity.

In my view they died speciGcally from malpractice. I would think that any nutritionist would get this concept and initiate the proper protocol.
How could doctors and nurses NOT? Furthermore, zinc supplementation was rarely recommended by any 'health professional' in THE
NEWS, and, where it was there was no delineation between zinc alone or bonded / chelated with cooperative amino acids nor only
recommended in a natural state as found naturally in foods where you would expect it: ie. Rose Hips, Almonds, Pine nuts, etc. We could go
a little deeper and talk about the diet of aged persons or humans in general. I believe it is around 350yrs since Thomas Willis named,
identiGed the cause, and, provided the protocol for recovery and survival from diabetes.

Yet we still feed hospital patients a VERY high percentage of sugar in institutional diets!!! At 60yrs of age I learned that my Grst food was
not breast milk; it was glucose and water. That consumption of sugar and depletion, or complete absence, of zinc in the body is a precursor
to diabetes and or pneumonia might be a reasonable assumption. I thank Dr. Mercola for his lifelong pioneering work in nutrition
supplementation and wholeheartedly condemn the medical industry as it exists in the Western world today.
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The dominoes are falling.
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Health feedback / Vaccine safety net exists for the sole purpose of wasting resources of anyone who listens to them or whomever they
decide to target via gainsay with naysay salem witch trial tactics.
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More stealth feedback for the ongoing psychological warfare.
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One thing we have to realize is that what are referred to as "fact checks" are usually nothing of the sort. They would more accurately be
called "narrative checks". It's very clear they they are generally just trying to support a narrative. The narrative-of-the-moment is minimizing
vaccine hesitancy. Ostensibly to "stop the spread" but that has got very tired since the spread has not stopped and there is not much reason
to care now anyway, if there ever was. In reality it's to maximize pharma proGts and hide the deep-state collusion.
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Today' s Democrat Party and their allies in the mass media and Big Tech has somehow confused assertions with facts, and they are Gne
with assassinating the character of those with whom they disagree, especially if they pose a real threat to the politically correct narrative
that they have created. The future of this country depends on a massive Republican victory at the polls this November.
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There's going to be more deaths either way because there's 26 million more baby boomers that are going to die no matter what happens,
but good luck Gnding the info, 15 plus years ago the internet would say that there are 76 million baby boomers and 49 million gen Xers and
now it says that there is 65 million gen Xers... Still 11 million more but not quite 26 million, I'm assuming immigration of a million plus
people a year for the last 15 years has made this difference less. Adding more people is good but it doesn't Gx the Gnancial issues that go
along with one generation being so much greater than the other , more drawing out and less paying in and I'm also assuming that they are
doing what they are doing so when this generation dies off they will get as much from them through health care to keep their wealth from
being passed on to their families...

Because if we have money we are a lot more of a threat and harder to control, this should be the richest time of a Gen xers life!!! Imagine
what the government was thinking when they saw our population rise from 25 million in the Silent Generation to 76 million with the Baby
Boomers...Just my guess in whats happening, I/m sure someone a lot smarter than me can make make more sense!!!
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Here's how to bury fact checkers about bioweapon labs in the Ukraine.
secularheretic.substack.com/p/black-and-veatch-metabiota-hunter?s=w
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Hi Krofter. Dr. Francis Boyle: NATO and the West have used Ukraine to "surround Russia" with biological weapons. In an interview
with Owen Shroyer at Infowars, Dr. Francis Boyle said that the US government and the Pentagon have implemented policies for
several years to place biological weapons on Russia's doorstep. In the interview, Dr. Boyle accuses Dr. Tony Fauci, Francis Collins,
and CDC Director Rochelle Walensky of war crimes. Russia's ambassador to the United Nations presented evidence at a UN Security
Council, alleging that the US is operating at least thirty different biological laboratories in Ukraine, containing improvements in
strains of highly infectious bacteria, coronavirus, plague, anthrax and use bats and leas as vectors.

of disease spread. Dr. Boyle said that these scientists of death beneGt from blockades, coercion, suppression of treatments and
so-called cures: forced vaccinations and harmful protocol. “We have to resist this Nazi medical tyranny by these scientists of death
like Fauci, Walensky… we can go through a whole list of these people. They take the patents on this technology beforehand, every
step of the way, so that they can beneGt from both sides of the deal, where they can beneGt and proGt from the biological warfare
weapon itself and then from the so-called vaccines or therapeutics.

So, they made us go back and forth and kill each other while going to the bank.”
www.brighteon.com/fbd92ee8-71f2-4332-9522-a18bb3a13a59
 strangesounds.org/2022/03/us-defense-documents-2010-biolab-opens-in-uk..
 acknowledges-seing-tubes-containing-anthrax-and-other-dangerous-bioweapons-in-preside.html (03/15/2022)
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Shhhhhhhh.......Loose Lips---Sinks Ships!! Get The Jab...and kiss the Slab! pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12453804
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Take it like a Man!!!!!!  www.renegadetribune.com/military-doctor-testiGes-under-oath-that-supe..  and later you can't stand....
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Well, that's what the acliated "fact checkers" do when they Gnd facts that pose a threat to the bottom lines and agendas of those who
sponsor or own them.
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I love Dr. Campbell and after Gnding him on YouTube, I have been following him for some time. He speaks the truth no matter where it
leads. So does Suneel Dhand. I'm sure there are others and I pray all of us will continue to speak truth in this broken world.
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C'mon, man. FraudXi's gain-of-function enhanced virus, concocted from research with ChiComs in their Wuhan lab, was lied about from day
one. To instill fear, and subsequent granting of emergency powers, virus deaths were GREATLY enhanced...heck, almost every death,
whether by accident, suicide, whatever, was Covid, when most weren't.  Fear also caused folk to stand in line for an also lied about their
experimental mRNA mystery concoction, rolled out in the Grst HUMAN trials, on emergency basis...no side effects given, told it was safe
(when manufacturers themselves had little knowledge of that, and in fact had growing info that it wasn't safe!).

But hold on, soon as their NOT vaccine was rolled out, Covid deaths CONVENIENTLY dropped...or at least Ggures they'd been spinning were
reverse spun.  The whole SCAMdemic has been lie after lie after lie!!! Hundreds of thousands are dead or have health injuries from these
greedy, evil, murdering expletives...mostly because actual safe, CHEAP therapies were banned. We never were told how important it was to
boost our innate immune systems, instead were told we'd die unless we were jabbed, and made to wear a mask (for control) that the box
clearly said "will NOT protect against a virus." The SCAMdemic continues as expletives with an evil agenda are reluctnt to let go of
emergency powers they've ABUSED...the traitor's lie.

and fearmongering continues...for a virus that has mutated to be on par with seasonal lu/colds.  We needed Nuremberg trials months ago,
but soon for sure...things are about to get worse, way worse...looming on the horizon: corrupt Commie/Globalist WHO is planning on
getting control of the health care system WORLDWIDE...the expletive Commie/Globalist elitists would be powerful enough to ensure their
one world government utopia (1984 for us) would be a reality.
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Setting the stage. Creating more division. Keeping the pot of bull doo-doo & frog-eyes boiling as they stir it.  And, why is it that all of these
promoted, allowed & not getting the 'ultimate' censoring & disappearing, chopping-off-at-the-knees routine from the machine, 'exposers' are
vaccinated? Something keeps whispering 'managed opposition' to me.
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I'm getting sick and tired of these bald faced liars. The tests COULD NOT test for COVID-19 because the virus was never isolated from an
infected human!  The primers are non-speciGc, even including human chromosome 8. They use wrong primer temperatures and they over
cycle dead nucleotides.  RNA snippets do NOT equal disease. These liars should get 40 lashes a week until they admit their lies! COVID-19
pre COVID gene therapies equals Fraud from cash incentivized hospitals and soul-less doctors and nurses carrying out the OP. C OVID-19
equals glyphosate toxic loads at critical mass, 4 and 5g non-ionizing radiation, cyanide poisoning in the smoggiest cities like New York, and
inluenza vaccines hitting the biggest market ever thanks to a massive propaganda campaign, and the vaccinated fools shedding h1n1,
incubated in coronavirus/retrovirus carrying dog cells at 12x the rate, as effective respiratory pathogenic superspreaders.
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I posted it late the other day but my wife went to the hospital for a heart procedure. We vehemently opposed her submitting to the
new Billy Boy pcr test but they insisted no test, no procedure. Instead of shoving the swab up into her brain as in the past, the tech
took a large amount of a gooey substance and kept rolling it around and DEPOSITING this substance in her nostril. It was obvious he
was leaving something and not taking a sample. After repeated attempts for a result to the "test", we were informed it was
inconclusive. My wife replied that meant is was negative. Their response? No, everyone has the covid we just couldn't Gnd it on you!
Her health has deteriorated since the "test".
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@brianallen. So sorry to hear about your wife! Have you taken her to a good naturopathic doctor and checked for a need liver cleanse
and goldenseal for infection?
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Considering that the PCR used to conGrm a case was pure baloney, there was deGnitely an over-count. How can you have a test to conGrm a
virus you have no sample of, which, by the way, the CDC admits is the case with these tests. They just made up something they thought was
close enough to covid and called it an accurate test. Coupled with high ampliGcation rates that takes any genetic material and calls it
infection and you got yourselves a nice fake pandemic.
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willjones999
Joined On 11/28/2019 1:15:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To ensure you're getting the full story, you must check the original source. Read the Health Feedback fact-check article (link below) and
compare it to Dr. Mercola's article. Never assume anyone, including Dr. Mercola, is accurately presenting all of the relevant information.
Make sure sources are accurately and completely cited and are used without selecting only the information that supports the author's
position. It is critical to do this to ensure you're not being misled.
 healthfeedback.org/claimreview/claim-covid-19-deaths-vastly-overcounte..
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redriverd
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:44:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Follow the money, that says it all.
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ghVnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Money well spent? www.naturalnews.com/2022-03-18-gilead-spent-259million-bribing-doctors..
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These orgs just made permanent their place on the Crimes against Humanity list. CANCEL PAYPAL NOW. If you dont you are indirectly
included on list. Sorry, but its true that when you Gnancialy support the people taking over the world with A WEAPON OF THEIR OWN
CREATION you too are accomplice. Also, consider dropping AMAZON (buy local or do online local or EBAY, many options). How can people
scream and yell at the Resetters and they are nothing more than their accomplices?
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AboveItAll
Joined On 3/16/2022 7:41:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO, blaming everyone else as accomplices for the crimes of the bankers is ridiculous. It is nearly impossible to get by without
engaging the system in at least a small way. Sorry, but its true that when you MENTALLY and EMOTIONALLY support the people
taking over the world with A WEAPON OF THEIR OWN CREATION, only THEN are you an accomplice. For the rest of us, Gnancially
speaking, there is no other choice at the moment. There will be a SHORT window of opportunity AFTER the current system becomes
unusable to create something new based on gold and silver.  Until then, there is no problem for those of us who know what is going
on the use the system as it collapses. There is no other way to get prepared to defend yourself against the beast being created. This
time now is the most valuable for anybody who needs to get prepared (or has spent the last decade or two getting ready). Nothing
you buy today will be expired before you need it..... LOL
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In the movie series James Bond 007 the Queen Mums Royal Secret Service grants him license to kill around the world as well as all M16
cohorts active in theater in the UK. (total immunity)  In the USA the .Gov Congressional process of Vaccine safety 1986 mandate as
"Unavoidably Unsafe" granted the Big P-HARMAceutical conglomerates the global license to kill as well! (total immunity) The undercover of
which is an unchecked startling drain on Medicare/Medicaid as massive fraud.  One is Gctional! The other is reality!  The end result is
identical! How does it feel to be disposable?
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The linked article explains how "Covid deaths" are counted (conjured) in the CDC database and examines how the CDC (and WHO) in early
2020 created out of thin air a new methodology for how this one disease would be accounted for in death records. This was done in
violation of federal law and counter to the formal procedures with which deaths had been recorded for over two decades. Counting Covid
Deaths healthfreedomdefense.org/counting-covid-deaths
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I wrote on this as far back as May 2020, but I have a small voice.  They never hid what they did and still Congress did NADA because
most are in on it.  Here is my article: worldyturnings.blog/.../plandemic-becomes-clear
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Thanks Lionel11, it is well written piece. You should comment more on dr Mercola, like how to Gght those criminals.
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"Checker"=Obfuscator
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All you need to do is look no further than Dr Birx. April of 2020 I saw and heard her on Fox News part of task force update when she said
that all deaths were going to be reported as Covid weather they had Covid or not. July 2020 She spoke again She said that that she had
concerns that the Covid numbers were being inlated. Did people see this? Did people get mad? I did!! I saw this I heard this and people did
NOTHING! In the medical Geld your reporting has to be 100% accurate you cannot make a mistake. Here Dr Birx/ CDC was giving a green
light of false reporting. Then in July the CDC and Dr Birx were concerned that the reports were over inlated by 25%.. Gee I wonder why.
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Dr. Mercola, is it still true that more people have died from the shots than the virus? After HHS anounced misinformation would be
considered "Terrorism," I asked for collected data of misinformation be sent to me for my review so ii can become familiar and remain a law
abiding citizen.  I still havent received anything. Maybe you should forward people who are making this allegation against you to HHS for
their attention.  Thank you and keep us informed.
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Dr. Mercola doesn't mention the reported excess all-cause mortality Ggures from numerous countries which show a large increase in 2020
deaths compared to 2019. If those Ggures are accurate and the excess deaths weren't from Covid-19, then what caused them? Also, if a
large percentage of the positive test results were false positives, then isn't the infection fatality rate of Covid-19 considerably higher than as
calculated using the commonly accepted infection statistics - and the percentage of the population with some degree of natural immunity
considerably lower?
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Jon, I hadn't heard that that was the case before and I'd want to see some proof before accepting it. I doubt it's true feel but show
me. I believe that I read here on Mercola that, for example, American deaths went up in 2021 when the vaccines were introduced, not
in 2020.
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FINALLY, someone is thinking and not automatically accepting Dr. Mercola's "analysis." Everyone should read the actual fact-check
and compare it to Dr. Mercola's article, which doesn't accurately or completely capture the fact-check article he's criticizing.
Selective use of information that supports Mercola's position and not consulting other relevant sources are commonly used tactics
in this newsletter. Readers of this newsletter, and readers of any other important information, must do their own fact-checking. It's
not diccult. Do your own thinking! Thank you, Jon.
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All the reports from several people who monitored those numbers said there was only the normal increase in all cause mortality.
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You can see the CDC data, which they were reporting all through 2020 before the vaccine rollout, at
www.cdc.gov/.../excess_deaths.htm  I'm sure some of the excess deaths were only indirectly related to the pandemic, i.e. people
fearing to go to the hospital when ill and perhaps increased drug overdoses resulting from the stress of the pandemic and
lockdowns, but I think most studies which have analyzed the stats attribute the great majority of the excess deaths to Covid - if
mostly people with existing co-morbidities pushed over the edge by some combination of the illness and the hospital treatment they
received, who probably would not have died in 2020 otherwise. Reported international data is at
ourworldindata.org/excess-mortality-covid
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